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What could it be? Dark Matter models
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Traditional

What could it be? Dark Matter models

19d Parameter space

Traditional DM/SUSY etc.
searches at LHC



1. Learning physical models better without (2d) simplifications ?
2. Finding solutions in multimodal high-dimensional likelihood landscapes
3. Generators for HEP with generative ML models
4. New physics as an anomaly detection 
5. Organising Challenges / Comparisons for the community
6. Computer Vision to determine physical parameters
7. … I stop when time is up…

Some opportunities to address the wide 
range of physical opportunities ...



Learning physical models without (2d) 
simplifications 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.12220Aim: simplify the creation and reuse of ML models made for HEP 
phenomenology. For this we like to encourage to save the ML model, the 
HEP data set and the code to train the ML models.

Questions: 
- How good can we regress time-consuming cross sections for HEP 

models ?
- Learning of exclusion boundaries for high-dim models (e.g. www.susy-ai.com)

- Learning of likelihood for high-dim models
è Needs some change of publication strategy for HEP experiments

and pheno/theory community !

Example 1

https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.12220


Learning physical models without (2d) 
simplifications https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.12220

Example cross sections…
Various examples , here best and worst case for heavy Higgs

https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.12220


Learning physical models without (2d) 
simplifications https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.12220

What is published

Put in here your favoured 2d likelihood / exclusion etc. plot

https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.12220


Learning physical models without (2d) 
simplifications https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.12220

What we could publish

Model parameter set 1, likelihood
Model parameter set 2, likelihood…
… 1000s of more lines…

https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.12220


Learning physical models without (2d) 
simplifications https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.12220

What can we do with this data ?

Train a ML model to predict

Likelihood (20d Model-parameters)

or even better

Likelihood (Model, 20d Model-parameters)

https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.12220


Learning physical models without (2d) 
simplifications https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.12220

Example: 
Global fits of Gambit 
Zenodo data

A seven-dimensional Minimal Supersymmetric 
Standard Model (MSSM7)

A total of 22.6 million samples were used for the training and 
evaluation of the models. Data exploration reveals that ≈ 
595000 of those samples have a likelihood of 0 whereas all the 
other samples range from ≈ −450 to −255. 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.12220


Finding solutions in high-d likelihood 
landscape
How can we find solutions in realistic 
(i.e. high-dimensional) physical models à upcoming darkmachines paper

Example 2

Interested in improved classification?
à See next slides



SUSY-AI
Encoding of model
constraints with
Machine Learning 

Aim: Generic framework (all models)
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Testing with out-of-bag estimation (remember 0.68!)



Used training data to learn classification

It determines a confidence level of 
its classification using the training data.

àNeed more points in regions of low
certainty

14
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Active learning arXiv:1905.08628 , mainly
Bob Stienen

Query-by-Dropout-Committee

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1905.08628


Network based generators for HEP
Example 3

Generative Adversarial Networks (Gans), autoencoders, flow models



Details:
B-VAE

Together with an “information buffering” of the latent space we could find optimal event sampling properties
for a B-VAE. 

To avoid overtraining the  “information buffering” needs to introduce new hyperparameters alpha and gamma, 
allowing more variance in sampling the latent vector z via:

The “buffer” collects observations Z = {z1, . . . , zm} by sampling qφ(z|XL) where XL ⊂ X is a subset of
real Monte Carlo events. The distribution over the latent vector z is then given by:

1901.00875

https://arxiv.org/abs/1901.00875


B-VAE 
sampling
top-top events
à Best way in paper
to ”generate”
toptop events

Tested various GAN 
architectures:
We could not get 
GANs to do this …

(beta = 10^-6,
gamma=0.1, 
dim=20)



Anomaly detection

Find a signal of new physics without knowing the signal

What is the objective ?
What needs to be optimized ?
Which approaches are possible ?

Various possible appraches
àIn our example we assume that we “know the standard model” 

Example 4



B-VAE 
sampling
top-top events

à Can reconstruct
toptop events

Way to ask for
anomaly is:
Is the event in the
simulation ?
(here e.g. can we
reconstruct it ?)

Top eventsUniform noise events



We have 4 new methods in pipeline, about 20 
methods on arxiv since 2018

It is not clear which one works best 
-> Need comparison with a large set of different data sets 

(which will include different signal models)



Les Houches 2019 challenges

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2002.12220.pdf

Example 5

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2002.12220.pdf




Simulation settings
• MG5_aMC@NLO v6.3.2 (Madgraph) interfaced with Pythia 8.2
• quick detector simulation is performed with Delphes 3 using a 

modified version of the ATLAS detector card. 
• Pileup is not included in this dataset.

• Event is stored if one of the following objects are found:



Data format

• Available as .csv file, i.e. text on zenodo:

• Full event information: Several 100 Terabyte à hope to store at CERN 
open data





Online Data visualisation via SPOT



Astrophysics example: Gamma-ray from 
Galactic Center
Still not completely resolved question: Is the “Galactic Center” excess due to additional 
point sources or diffuse emission.
2017: First try with Deep Convolutional Network

One energy bin , i.e. one picture à Output fraction of point sources

DM template

2017: f_src fitted to ”half” the GC template picture

2020: Bayesian Conv Network including uncertainty to estimate for 16-20 parameters simultaneously 
Input: 2d images with 5 energy bins (colours)

Example 6

https://arxiv.org/abs/1708.06706

https://arxiv.org/abs/1708.06706


Build 17-20 
dimensional
model

Example of 17d 
Parameter 
estimation of 
simulation

Summer 2020: 
Predict 19d 
values including 
uncertainties for  
“real image” 



What could it be? Dark Matter models
We try to use the full
complexity of models 
and data to search for new physics

Interested to join & help:
www.darkmachines.org



Ideas and review ? 
Les Houches 2019 Physics at TeV Colliders: New Physics Working Group Report, 
“Model-Independent Signal Detection: A Challenge using Benchmark Monte Carlo Data and Machine 
Learning”
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2002.12220.pdf

More general title ”Model-independent Signal Detection”
àSearch for Signal of new physics without assuming a signal model
àFirst paper at LHC “General Search” (Jeroen Schouwenberg et al)

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2002.12220.pdf


How to define a signal region ?

Signal BDT output score

events

Signal Region



How to define a signal region ?

Anomaly score

events

Signal Region

No difference to 
other analyses



Medium term (B-VAE)

• We proposed to a Variational Autoencoder which we call B-VAE in 
https://arxiv.org/abs/1901.00875
• What is this ? The maximization of the variational lower bound is 

turned into the minimization of the positive D_KL and MSE such that 
the loss function of the VAE ∝D_KL+MSE. One can now introduce a 
parameter to control the importance of D_KL and MSE. 

The so called “beta VAE” proposed to apply B>1 to disentangling the latent space,
arXiv e-prints , arXiv:1804.03599 (2018)1,264 arXiv:1804.03599 [stat.ML]. 

We proposed in 1901.00875 to use B<<1 to enhance the ability
to reconstruct: 

https://arxiv.org/abs/1901.00875


B-VAE

Together with an “information buffering” of the latent space we could find optimal event sampling properties
for a B-VAE. 

To avoid overtraining the  “information buffering” needs to introduce new hyperparameters alpha and gamma, 
allowing more variance in sampling the latent vector z via:

The “buffer” collects observations Z = {z1, . . . , zm} by sampling qφ(z|XL) where XL ⊂ X is a subset of
real Monte Carlo events. The distribution over the latent vector z is then given by:



Medium term (darkmachines)

- Compare anomaly detection strategies on event level
- First step: Made dataset (> 1 Billion events), see extra slides for 

additional info
- We might start from a small subset (4 top vs 2 top) with a group effort
- Currently planning how to organise comparison


